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INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND FINANCE

W. J. Ethier

(ethierwj@msn.com)

Summer 2020

Prerequisite:
A course in the principles of economics is a prerequisite for this course. Students who
think this should be waived may apply to the instructor.

Texts:
Recommended (but not required):
Ethier, Modern International Economics, 3rd ed. (Norton, 1995).
Study Guide for Modern International Economics (Norton, 1995).
These texts give a background reference for basic theory. They are NOT intended to substitute
for class lectures. Relevant background sections of the text are indicated in the Reading List
below.
Students who wish to use the texts are strongly advised to obtain them via the
internet before the term begins, because they will not be available at KU.

Grading:
Course grades will be determined by quizzes and a final exam. The scale will be 0 – 100,
with a score of 10 ensuring a passing grade (D: a grade of at least C will require a
substantially higher score, not yet determined). Your final score will be determined half
by the final and half by the quiz total. I expect there will be 5 or 6 quizzes, and the lowest
quiz score will not count.

Quizzes will be held during the normal class period and will NOT be announced in
advance. No make-ups will be given: a missed quiz will receive a grade of zero, unless
you are excused. To be excused, you must inform me before class that you cannot attend
on that day or, in the event of illness, present medical evidence.
The quizzes and exams will be based on the lectures, NOT the text and readings listed
below, which are intended as optional added resources for those who need them. Class
attendance will play no DIRECT role in determining your grade.

Office Hours:
Wednesdays, 11-12 in room 315, Woodang Hall, PLUS by appointment. Also, I shall set
aside time in each class period, after the lecture, for students individually to ask me
questions.

Classroom Etiquette:
Mobile phones must be TURNED OFF and stowed at all times.
You should not leave before the class is ended.
Private conversations during class are extremely rude.

COURSE GUIDE and READING LIST

I

Why Nations Trade
A Comparative Advantage (ch. 1)
B Economies of Scale (ch. 2)
C Imperfect Competition (ch. 3)

II How Nations Trade
A International Equilibrium (ch 4)
B Factor Endowments (ch 5)
C

Explaining Trade (ch 6)

III The International Commercial System
A Commercial Policy (chs 7 – 9)
B International Factor Movements (chs 10, 11)
C Economic Integration (ch 20, Sections 1, 2, and 4)

IV International Monetary Economics
A Monetary Mechanics (chs 12, 13)
B The Exchange Rate (ch 14)
C The Automatic Adjustment Process (chs 15, 16)

The following will be covered only to the extent that time allows.
V Open-Economy Macroeconomics
A Incomes and Adjustment (ch 17)
B Prices and Adjustment (ch 18)
C Capital and Adjustment (ch 19)

VI Economic Integration (ch 20, sections 3, 5, and 6).

